The writer, while serving in the dual capacity of 
three groups will be taken up in later papers. This paper will deal with the classification of criminals in so far as such criminals are men and are white. The total number of white criminal men to be classified in this paper is 3,328.
Many scientific men have met with sad experience in the presentation of their most far-reaching discoveries, because they wandered so far away from their own literature that their presentation lost its significance for the scholarly and conservative. So the writer will risk being didactic while he constructs rapidly what to some will be the very familiar history of attempts at criminal classification. Deception is the one factor necessary in all crime against property. It will be noticed in the group of property-crimes that the crimes requiring the greatest skill in deception occur at the top of the list, while crimes requiring the least skill in deception occur near the bottom.
Premeditation is the one factor present in crimes against the person.
It will be noticed that the crimes requiring the most premeditation occur at the top of the person-group, while the crimes requiring the least premeditation occur at the bottom of that group.
The location of any crime in either group is in proportion to the necessary presence of the required factor. The latter phenomenon merely proves that the classification is a normal and natural one. The parallel variation of intelligence is the significant phenomenon. But the mere presence or absence of intelligence to a degree will not of necessity result in crime any more than it would result in Methodism or Prohibition. The force that drives men to success and honor is the same force that drives others to failure and disgrace. Only in so far as the science of criminology can succeed in learning something about the factors of intelligence can it hope to solve the problem of crime. Criminality is not a gnome that dances attendance upon the moral world. It is rather the purgatory where are gathered the blasted ambitions, blighted hopes and broken hearts from that land that lies just along the border of the "promised land" of success The next chapter will tell that story.
